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THE INVASION OF ITALY

From-Ronald Monsen Representing the Combined Australian Press

Scylla September 5th 7 p.m.

Complete Italian units carrying; their arms and led by their officers are marching

into British Canadian lines and surrendering* An Italian colonel with all the officers

and men of his unit came in today. The whole from Aspromonte - the hobbly fits', joint,

of the toe of Italy - are now in our hands and only the mountainous nature of the

country and demolitions are preventing swifter advance* British troops moving coast-

wise have encountered the first serious demolition at Bagnara which is causing delay in

that sector.

In the centre going is so difficult that even mule transport can barely make some of
the summits which the infantry have gained. Feeding the advanced troops and bringing

them water supplies is a major, problem but they are so enthusiastic that they are pushing

on despite all obstacles.

Around; south the going has been easier. Still the main German forces are

uncontacted, British force surprised the Germans last night rounding up 21+ of them tut

they were only a pokey resistance. The allied airforce pounding of roads and railway in

back areas had proved so successful that the Germans were unable to get supplies of

mines and explosives for .conditions, On the landing beaches only seven mines have been

discovered and a few more in one river bed. The Germans simply couldn’t get any more.

Nor could they get anything else. So they went back leaving a few machine gunners to

hold out as long as they cuuld. Occasional sniping from caves along route of the

advance is the only form 'of opposition we so far have encountered* In the preliminary'

stage we have all the initiative, Our Sicilian base is secure, we have complete control

of the Mediterranean and are absolute masters of the air. Across the Straits of Messina

supplies are pouring in to Italy unimpeded by the. enemy who is powerless to act. The

trial of strength will come when our advancing army meets the Germans on the line they

decided to held. The war in this theatre is undoubtedly moving towards a climax.

It is idle to suppose the Germans won’t put up a bitter fight for they are now

committed to this second front.
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